
  
CHAPTER II
THE IRISH  PEOPLE
it is difficult to say when the word " Irish " began
to have its present meaning.    Probably to Shakespeare
an Irishman meant one who spoke Erse : and, even so,
he did not class Elizabeth's cousin,  " Black Tom/1
the Earl of Ormonde, as Irish, though every Ormonde
of that century almost certainly could use Gaelic.
A hundred years later, one cannot be sure whether
Swift, though born in Ireland, considered himself or
was considered to be an Irishman.    It is, however,
clear that he became the first articulate spokesman of
an Irish people, which was in great part English-
speaking and which was considered by Englishmen as
being inferior in rights—at the best, a colony.   Fifty
years after Swift's time, the conception of an Irishman
to the English mind clearly had nothing to do with
language:   Goldsmith, Sheridan, and Burke were all
Irish, and were recognised as Irish and therefore as
different.   Also, thanks chiefly to Sheridan, the Irish-
man began to be a type in popular imagination :   Sir
Lucius O'Trigger stood for the gentleman of quality,
and in the background was his native Irish servant-
Irish in a different way, and comic in a different
way.    But in the ordinary acceptation   the   Irish
gentleman was a Protestant;   the Irish retainer a
Catholic:   these were ultimate facts, to the popular
imagination.   Early in the nineteenth century Lady
Morgan in her novel O'Donnell presented as an almost
• unbelievable thing, an Irish gentleman who was of
native race and a Catholic.   Moore  did much  to
remove the taint of servility which hung about the
outside world's idea of his people:   his lyrics made
Catholic Ireland a name in Europe, associated with a
romantic beauty.   Q'Connell made Catholic Ireland a
power which he wielded : it is noteworthy that Moore
was furious with O'Connell because he seemed, by the
scurrility  which  often  disfigured  his  speeches,   to
dishonour the nation which he served.   Between them
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